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Abstract
The increased use of convolutional neural networks for face recognition in science,
governance, and broader society has created an acute need for methods that can
show how these ’black box’ decisions are made. To be interpretable and useful
to humans, such a method should convey a model’s learned classification strategy
in a way that is robust to random initializations or spurious correlations in input
data. To this end, we applied the decompositional pixel-wise attribution method of
layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) to resolve the decisions of several classes
of VGG-16 models trained for face recognition. We then quantified how these
relevance measures vary with and generalize across key model parameters, such
as the pretraining dataset (ImageNet or VGGFace), the finetuning task (gender
or identity classification), and random initializations of model weights. Using
relevance-based image masking, we find that relevance maps for face classification
prove generally stable across random initializations, and can generalize across
finetuning tasks. However, there is markedly less generalization across pretraining
datasets, indicating that ImageNet- and VGGFace-trained models sample face infor-
mation differently even as they achieve comparably high classification performance.
Fine-grained analyses of relevance maps across models revealed asymmetries in
generalization that point to specific benefits of choice parameters, and suggest that
it may be possible to find an underlying set of important face image pixels that drive
decisions across convolutional neural networks and tasks. Finally, we evaluated
model decision weighting against human measures of similarity, providing a novel
framework for interpreting face recognition decisions across human and machine.
1 Introduction
Faces are of tremendous social and developmental importance for humans, and their recognition is
carried out by a network of specialized and selective brain areas beyond the early visual hierarchy
[6]. Effective face recognition requires the discrimination of individual exemplars of an object class
that is largely consistent in the presence and relative position of its features (e.g. eyes, mouth, and
nose). This makes face recognition an especially challenging problem in neural computation that
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builds upon general object recognition. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) imitate the neural
mechanics of the human visual system in their hierarchical structure, linear-nonlinear operations,
spatial pooling, and emergent complex representational structure. CNNs trained to categorize natural
images yield early-layer filters that resemble the orientation-selective spatial receptive fields of early
visual cortex [7, 8]. Under the same goals of image classification, CNN features at intermediate
layers map exceptionally well to neurons in mid- and high-level visual cortex [19], even without
any explicit constraints to fit neural data. These successes have made hierarchical CNNs a very
popular model of the human visual system, especially as their performance on recognition now often
surpasses human ability [15]. However, relatively little is known about the response characteristics
of face-specific, rather than object-general, CNNs and how they may correspond to human face
recognition behavior. At the same time, neural-network-enabled face recognition has gained use and
prominence in broader society, making it critical for us to understand how networks make decisions
and whether they do so in a manner that is consistent with the humans who use them. Interpretability
of face recognition models’ decisions allows their users to ensure ethical applications, and to avoid
technological susceptibilities such as adversarial attacks.
1.1 Interpretability of CNN decisions
Several complementary methods have been proposed to explain CNN decisions. Perturbation-based
methods measure how changes in input pixels alter the output decision and are particularly useful
for highlighting common vulnerabilities, such as weakness to adversarial examples [5]. Direct
visualization of convolutional kernels is possible for the input layer of a CNN (e.g. Figure 1); at later
layers, methods such as feature or optimal stimuli visualization [11] attempt to approximate unit
selectivity by generating example images that maximally activate a given set of units. To provide
interpretable visualizations of CNN decisions through the entire hierarchy of layers, attribution
methods (e.g. salience or relevance mapping) seek to identify pixels in a given input which are
most responsible for the network’s decision [1, 20]. In this work we utilize layer-wise relevance
propagation (LRP), which uses the weighted graph structure of the CNN to backpropagate relevance
from the logit (pre-softmax activation in final layer) of a particular class in the network’s prediction
layer back to the input pixels. This relevance is recursively distributed according to each input unit’s
calculated contribution, which is a linear combination of that unit’s input weight and pre-activation
[3]. For a given model and input image, LRP produces a relevance map wherein large positive
values indicate pixels that contributed towards the network’s predicted likelihood of that class, and
negative values against [10]. As a decomposition of the activity of the logit of a chosen class, LRP is
a straightforward and lightweight method, as it requires no additional training or optimization.
1.2 Possible driving factors for CNN classification strategies
The current work evaluates the contribution of three factors that may influence model decision
processes: (i) the content of the training dataset [18], (ii) the nature of the loss function or task [12],
and (iii) the effects of random initializations of the re-learned readout layer added prior to finetuning.
We first verify that the relevant pixels of face images as selected by LRP are in fact important to
CNN classification accuracy by removing relevant pixels and evaluating task performance. Then, we
use the same method to quantify the generalizability of LRP relevance across several instances of
VGG-16 CNNs that vary in their pretraining dataset (ImageNet or VGGFace), finetuning task (gender
or identity classification), and five random finetuning initializations. Evaluating the generalizability
of LRP-derived relevance maps provides critical knowledge about the decisions made by CNNs;
specifically, lack of generalizability would imply that the decision process of a face-recognizing
system is critically sensitive to design decisions made by those deploying these networks.
2 Methods
We evaluated 20 different VGG-16 CNNs implemented in Keras [4]. The models were pretrained
on one of two datasets (10 each): ImageNet-1000 classification or the VGGFace dataset. These
models were then finetuned on the 1,515 greyscale face images from 101 identities in the Vision and
Perception Neurscience Lab face dataset (VPNL-faces). Two finetuning tasks were used: models
were trained to classify either gender or identity. Five models were trained for each combination
of pretraining and finetuning tasks (four total; Figure 3a). Subsequently, LRP was used to derive
2
pixel-wise maps of relevance for the 101 front-facing oriented face images of each person in the
VPNL-faces dataset. To validate the relevance measure and evaluate generalization across model
parameters, we occluded the top Nth-percentile of the pixels by absolute relevance value and evaluated
the models on these masked images. This yielded the percent accuracy of the model on the finetuning
task as a function of the percentage of masked pixels.
2.1 Pretrained models and datasets
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Figure 1: Details of the datasets and resulting kernels from the first convolutional layer for a.
VGGFace-trained networks and b. ImageNet-trained networks. c. Sample images from VPNL-faces
dataset used for finetuning, which was comprised of 1,515 grayscale cropped photos of 101 members
of a university community (44 labeled male and 57 female) with viewpoints at 15 degree increments
from -105 to +105 along the vertical axis.
The VGG-16 architecture was chosen because it can achieve near-perfect accuracy on the finetun-
ing dataset and are compatible with the LRP methods used, whereas some other popular model
architectures (e.g. ResNet-50) have pooling layers that lead to artifacts in the computed relevance
maps. The ImageNet-trained models come from the Keras models package, and are trained on the
standard ImageNet-1000 classification challenge as described in [16] and shown in Figure 1a. The
VGGFace-trained models were converted from the original Caffe models from the Oxford Visual
Geometry Group [14] and made available as Keras models at [9]. These were trained on the VGGFace
dataset described in Figure 1b. To match the architecture of the VGGFace-trained network to the
ImageNet-trained network, we removed the final two fully-connected layers. This removal did not
prevent the model from reaching near-perfect accuracy on either of the finetuning tasks.
The ImageNet dataset has the advantage of a diverse image and label set, while the VGGFace task
requires more fine-grained discrimination between many exemplars of human faces. This may better
enable the construction of a high level ’face space’ that can encode the various important dimensions
for robust face recognition.[1 ]. We can see from visualizing the kernels from the first convolutional
layer of both the ImageNet and VGGFace pretrained weights in Figure 1 that the ImageNet kernels
and the VGGFace kernels, that both have oriented, color-selective ’edge’ filters at their first layer.
However, in accord with its more specialized training set, the VGGFace filters appear to be lower
spatial frequency and sample a more limited color range. It is unresolved if the types of visual input
modeled by either of these datasets are necessary or sufficient for face recognition behavior in humans,
but either may appropriately model at least a portion of visual input during human development.
2.2 Finetuning
Each of the 20 models was finetuned on one of two tasks using the VPNL-faces dataset [17], described
in Figure 1c. The images were preprocessed similarly to training images, by subtracting the mean
value of each ImageNet color channel from each pixel. Finetuning involved freezing the weights of
all convolutional layers, resizing the final fully connected layer to the 101 identities in the dataset or
the 2 labeled gender classes, and then training on either a 101-way identity classification or a 2-way
gender classification. During finetuning, 80% of the images were used for training and 20% for
validation. All models, regardless of pretraining dataset or finetuning task were trained for 25 epochs
and achieved n ar-perfect performance on the VPNL-faces dataset, with better than 98% accuracy in
all cases.
3
2.3 LRP maps
Layerwise relevance propagation was done via composite LRP [10] as implemented in Alber and
Lapushkin’s python library iNNvestigate [2]. Each of the 20 models yielded a relevance map for each
of the 101 front-facing oriented VPNL-faces; the resulting maps were normalized to the range [-1,1].
To measure similarity between maps generated from different models for the same face image, we
computed the Pearson’s coefficient between vectorized relevance maps.
2.4 Validating relevance maps with masking
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Figure 2: Example of masking N th percentile of pixels an image from the VPNL-faces dataset
randomly and using one of the models’ relevance maps, for increasing values of N .
To assess the importance of high-relevance pixels toward a model’s classification decisions, we
performed iterative masking from the relevance maps (Figure 2). The top Nth-percentile of pixels in
the 101 front-facing VPNL-faces dataset images were removed by corresponding absolute value of
relevance; the model was then re-evaluated on the masked images. If the LRP method is valid, we
expect that increasing the proportion of masked pixels should reduce performance to chance on the
finetuning task.
The generalizability of the LRP method is assessed by applying masks made from the relevance maps
of one ’source’ model to some other ’destination’ model. Each pair of source or destination models
may differ by pretraining dataset, finetuning task, and/or random instantiation of finetuning weights.
This yields 5 types of comparisons, or ’bins’ (Figure 3b). For each of the 20 possible destination
models, a source model was chosen with replacement 100 times per bin. To assess the stability
of relevance maps across random associations, we compared performance curves between ’same
instantiation’ (solid lines) and ’same task + same training’ (dotted lines) in Figure 5. The effects of
pretraining and finetuning task were similarly assessed (Figure 6).
3 Results
Examples of relevance maps generated for different models are shown in Figure 4. The relevance
maps of all models seem to highlight meaningful face features. Qualitatively, the most discernible
difference is the greater reliance on internal features of the face (e.g. eyes, nose) in VGGFace-trained
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Figure 3: Representative
pairings from each of the
five types of pairwise model
comparisons (bins) made to
test the effects of pretrain-
ing dataset, finetuning task,
instantiation, or multiple of
these in combination.
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Figure 4: (a) Sample images and relevance maps for 2 identities, from 5 different models. Positive
values are pixels which contribute towards the predicted class. Negative values are pixels which
contribute against the predicted class. Zero valued pixels have either no or contradictory contributions.
(b) Similarity matrix for the relevance maps from all 20 models. For each pair of models, the
similarity measure is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the pixels of vectorized relevance
maps for each of 101 front-view face images.
models than in ImageNet-trained models, s w ll as more fine-grained positive/negative relevance
combinations in these regions. ImageNet-trained models, instead, assign more relevance to external
features like the hair, particularly in discriminating gender. As evidenced in the two right-most
panels, relevance maps are largely unchanged across random instantiations of the same training/task
model. To evaluate whether similar relevance maps were computed from models across pretraining,
finetuning task, and initializations, we computed Pearson’s correlations for maps generated on the
same face image. The average pixelwise similarity of maps of the 101 face images from the 20 models
are summarized in Figure 4. We see that models with the same pretraining yield the most similar
relevance maps, and that relevance within VGGFace-trained models is more similar across tasks
than within ImageNet-trained models. ImageNet-trained models finetuned on gender classification
show the largest variance in relevance maps generated from models with different random fine-tuning
weight initialization.
3.1 Effects of relevance-based occlusion on model accuracy and stability over random
initialization.
First, we evaluated how relevance-based masking hurts model performance as the number of masked
pixels increases, a measure of the validity of the relevance maps toward the classification decisions.
The masked model performance for the four pretraining/task combinations of models is shown in
Figure 5. The solid curves show the results of applying masks generated from a given model to the
inputs of that exact model (’same init.’). In all cases, model accuracy approaches chance as more
pixels are occluded, but performance appears more resilient to occlusion in VGGFace-trained models
(orange curves). Within each training regime, accuracy drops more sharply to chance in the identity
classification task than in gender classification. At one masking level (31.6% of pixels) there is a
small increase in performance in ImageNet-trained gender classification models (green curves). This
corresponds to asymmetries in positive/negative relevance value distributions in these maps: because
pixels are iteratively removed according to their magnitude (but not s rted by sign), positive values
may be removed before negative values. Thus, pixels remaining at higher thresholds are more likely
to correspond to negative relevance, and in a binary classification task, negative relevance is expected
to skew predictions to the incorrect label.
To quantify the stability of LRP-generated relevance maps across different random initializations
of finetuning weights, we evaluated performance for a given ’destination’ model using masks from
’source’ models with the same pretraining and finetuning task, but different initial readout weights.
We quantified the resilience of each destination model to relevance-based masking by computing the
area-under-the-curve (AUC) for different source models. Computing AUC has three primary benefits:
it i) allows us to assess accuracy falloff with increasing percentages of masked pixels without fitting
curves to the data, ii) ensures stability of results given reasonably-fine sampling of percentages, and
iii) has a clear interpretation: higher AUC indicates more resilience to masking (e.g. smaller drop in
classification performance). For each finetuning task, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was run
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Figure 5: Model performance on images masked according to relevance maps generated from the
destination model (same init.) or a different instantiation of model with the same pretraining and
finetuning task. a. Models finetuned on VPNL-face identity classification. b. Models finetuned on
VPNL-face gender identity classification.
to test the effect of mask source (’same-init’ vs. ’different-init.’) and pretraining dataset (ImageNet vs.
VGGFace) on AUC. For the identity task (Figure 5, left panel), we found a main effect of pretraining
dataset (F(1, 16) = 49.6, p = 2.8e-6), with AUC significantly higher for VGGFace-trained networks
than for ImageNet-trained networks. We found no main effect of mask source (F(1, 16) = 1.88, p =
0.19), indicating that AUC was comparable between same-init and different-init. sources. We found
the same pattern of results in the gender task (Figure 5, right panel): a significant main effect of
pretraining dataset (F(1, 16) = 34.5, p = 2.4e-5), and no effect of same-init vs. different-init. (F(1, 16)
= 0.09, p = 0.77). Together, these results demonstrate that for both finetuning tasks, VGGFace-trained
networks were more resilient to masking than ImageNet networks, and that the random initialization
of finetuning weights did not have a significant effect on resilience as quantified by AUC. Given
differences in AUC based on the pretraining dataset, we analyzed the contribution of pretraining and
finetuning separately in further analyses.
To evaluate the effect of both finetuning task and pretraining dataset on a given model’s AUC, we
compared the effects of masking from four source models: same-init (orange curves in Figure 6),
different pretraining and different finetuning task (red curves), different pretraining but the same
finetuning task (cyan curves), and the same pretraining but different finetuning task (violet curves).
In all four cases, a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of mask source
on the AUC of the destination model (all F(3, 16)s > 3.3, all ps < 0.05), indicating that the effect
of relevance-based masking on model performance does not generalize across all combinations
finetuning and pretraining datasets. In the following sections, we use multiple-comparisons-corrected
tests to unpack the differences in AUC of curves obtained with different pairs of mask sources.
3.2 Strong relevance generalization across finetuning task
We next evaluated the degree to which the finetuning process, and thus, the task that the model
is ultimately performing, affects the measured relevance of pixels in the input images. To do so,
we asked whether the effect of masking significantly decreased when creating masks from models
pretrained on the same task as the destination model but finetuned on a different task, as compared to
the same-init model performance. Across the four destination model types in Figure 6, we observe
similarity between performance curves for masks obtained from the same-init (orange curves) and
masks obtained from models trained on different finetuning tasks (violet curves). Pairwise tests
confirm that in all four cases, the AUC for these two curves was indistinguishable, all ps > 0.06. This
result is consistent with the fact that the finetuning process modifies weights in a single layer of the
network, thus affecting a small proportion of the model’s parameters. Next, we asked whether the
effect of relevance-based masking differed between models with different pretraining, or whether all
models sharing a common architecture are comparable with respect to the input features they rely on
to make their decisions.
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Figure 6: Model performance for classifying relevance-based masked images, split by destination
model pretraining dataset and finetuning task.
3.3 Weaker generalization across pretraining datasets
If relevance-based masks generalized across pretraining datasets with respect to their effect on
destination model accuracy, it would suggest that the feature basis learned during pretraining is
similar enough that masks generated from either ImageNet- or VGGFace-trained models would be
functionally indistinguishable. Alternatively, failure to generalize would suggest that fundamentally
different features are being learned during pretraining, and thus, that the models are weighting input
features differently to accomplish the downstream task.
We found that generalization across pretraining datasets is substantially weaker than the robust
generalization across random initialization and finetuning tasks we report above. For three of the
model destination types (ImageNet-trained-identity-finetuned, VGGFace-trained-identity-finetuned,
and VGGFace-trained-gender-finetuned), AUC was significantly higher when using masks obtained
from models with different pretraining datasets (cyan and red curves) than when using masks
obtained from the same-init model (orange curve; all ps < 0.03). While both different-pretraining-
same-finetuning and different-pretraining-different-finetuning deviated from the same-init model,
their effect on AUC was statistically indistinguishable from each other for all four destination model
types (all ps > 0.92), consistent with our findings that finetuning task does not affect mask efficacy.
For the Imagenet-trained-gender-finetuned model, AUC did not differ across pretraining datasets
(both ps > 0.08). We speculate that the divergence of this destination model type from the other
three may be due to the non-monotonic shape of the accuracy curves that is not observed in the other
cases. Taken together, these results demonstrate generalizability across finetuning tasks and random
initializations, but not across pretraining datasets.
3.4 Relevance interpretability and comparisons to human observers
We next sought to develop a lightweight testing framework to determine the correspondence between
CNN information sampling toward face classification and human face recognition behavior. While it
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Figure 7: Model similarity metrics via rank-2 choice visualization and comparison to humans a. A
target identity (rank-1 choice) alongside rank-2 choices for ImageNet- and VGGFace-trained models.
In this instance, humans judge the ImageNet-chosen face to be most similar to the target. b. An
exemplar in which humans consistently choose the VGGFace-trained model rank-2 face as most
similar to the target. c. Ranked choice results for human similarity judgements.
may be possible to directly measure human recognition of relevance-based masked images, doing so
requires a calibrated experimental environment and time-intensive behavioral measurements. Instead,
we first identified a complementary source of information about CNN classification strategy: the rank
ordering of output layer activations in response to each face identity. For each face identity ‘target’
that had the highest output layer activation at the decision layer (rank-1 logit), we considered the
identity of the face image with the next-highest output activation (rank-2 logit) as an approximation
of which identity each model considered ’most similar’ to the target face. Doing so in conjunction
with relevance mapping provided an additional view on the strategies used by our face-classifying
CNNs: in Figure 7a, for example, the ImageNet-trained model assigns more relevance to pixels over
the hair of the target image, while the VGGFace-trained model weights internal assigns maximal
relevance to regions of the internal features, including the nose. This preference is easily apparent
from the rank-2 choice images of each network, which resemble the target face preferentially in the
relevance-weighted regions.
Given this measure of ’most similar’ faces in the VGGFace- and ImageNet-trained CNNs for face
identification, we asked whether either human observers judged similarity between the faces in a
manner that was more consistent either class of models. To do so, we identified 95 face identities
from the full 101-face VPNL dataset on which the ImageNet- and VGGFace-trained models produced
differing rank-2 choices. We asked human observers (N = 46) on Amazon Mechanical Turk to choose
which identity was most similar to the target. Overall, there was a modest but significant preference
for the VGGFace rank-2 choice (51.8% +/- 0.77, t(45) = 2.345, p = 0.023). While across the faces,
human preference was nearly equivalent between VGGFace and ImageNet rank-2 choices, we see
strikingly consistent human choice preference for many individual identities (Figure 7c). From this,
it appears that human observers use both ImageNet- and VGGface-like information sampling to
judge similarity, relying at times on external features like hair shape (e.g. Figure 7a), and at other
times on fine-grained discrimination of face features (e.g. Figure 7b). Indeed, this is consistent with
neural substrates of face recognition in humans: while humans have cortical regions specialized for
high-level visual recognition, these are situated at the end stage of a general hierarchy for visual
object recognition. The current result underscores the importance of considering both general ‘low-
level’ and face-specific mechanisms in modeling how humans distinguish face identity in naturalistic
settings as represented in the VPNL-faces dataset.
3.5 Summary
Occluding the relevant pixels identified by LRP generally had a negative effect on a model’s accuracy,
validating the importance of these pixels for performance. The rate of accuracy degradation with in-
creasing masking percentage is not the same between the different types of models: VGGFace-trained
models were generally more tolerant to the occlusion than ImageNet-trained models. Relevance maps
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produced by various types of VGG-16 models prove stable across random initializations, suggesting
that these models are not overly reliant on spurious correlations in the data, and can generalize well
across finetuning tasks. However, it appears that pretraining dataset has a substantial effect on the
learned features of networks, and results in a differential weighting of input features toward task
performance. Comparing VGGFace- and ImageNet-trained models to human behavior provided
evidence that both models make ’human-like’ similarity judgments on a subset of face images, and
that humans use both sampling strategies in naturalistic recognition of faces.
4 Broader Impact
Our results show that relevance maps generated via LRP can localize the most relevant pixels of a
face image for CNN classification with some degree of invariance to factors like training data or task.
This suggests that it may be possible to derive these relevance maps once for a given network to find
patterns of relevant features that may generalize to other face-classification networks. A measure of
that generalization strength, as computed here, would prove useful to those seeking to selectively
modify image features in order to boost or limit the effectiveness of such networks. For example,
someone seeking to anonymize a large database of face images with minimal image distortion may
be able to use such relevance maps to apply blurs or masking that efficiently hinder CNN-based
identification. One may also be able to use pixel-wise relevance for the opposite effect, perhaps in
order to compress a dataset of face images in such a way as to preserve the most relevant pixels while
lowering quality in irrelevant image regions.
LRP also provides a method for investigating the similarity of decision-making processes in humans
and CNNs performing face-classification. In the case of the VGGFace- vs ImageNet-trained models
in this paper, the more robust relevance maps generated by VGGFace may be indicative of a more
robust facial encoding, and a measurement of this robustness and tolerance to occlusion is a very
useful metric to have in addition to pure performance in terms of accuracy. If they can lead to these
kinds of robust relevance maps, it is possible that exposure to a higher number of relevant exemplars
during pretraining, while not necessary for accuracy on the finetuning dataset in this case, is the kind
of measure necessary to create more secure, trustworthy, and more human-like face classifiers.
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